Task Force Summer Report 2015
Integrated & Expanded Health and Wellness Programs
How often and for how long did your group meet over the summer? Was this adequate for the work
you needed to do?
Our subcommittee met for two 4-hour meetings.
Yes. We also completed a great deal of work as individuals and communicated via email.
How much work were individual task force members responsible for between meetings?
Seven out of eight members are faculty. Individual faculty chose how much summer work they could
commit to over the summer. So the work varied. Committee members interviewed community
stakeholders in health care and higher education.
What did/will the group accomplish this summer?
 The group collected interviews from over 20 community experts. We completed a report on
Employment and Educational Outlook and a report on Health Education programs at benchmark
and aspirational schools.
 We planned a “UST Summit Ideas Festival” for the fall during which community experts will
participate in a roundtable discussion of the future or health care and health education.
What are your goals for Fall 2015?
 Hold the “Summit Ideas Festival” and use feedback from this event to structure questions, ideas,
and goals for the UST community to respond to.
 Hold brown bags with the UST community to get thoughts and feedback on the future of Health
Education at UST
 Develop draft proposal(s) for Integrated and Expanded Health and Wellness at UST.
What are your goals for Spring 2016?
 Continue discussion with the UST and broader community around the draft proposals
 Modify proposals based on feedback
 Make recommendations to administration
Are there any resources your group feels you need to continue efficiently with your work?
Not at this time
Do you plan on any meetings or Brown Bags with the UST community this Fall and/or academic year?
Yes. See above.
What other task force(s) do you feel it is important that you collaborate with going forward?
Community Engagement and Catholic Identity; Diversity; Flexible Pathways, Enhanced Visibility &
Profile.
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